
Knowlton Center In-Classroom

Programs and Workshops 2022-2023

The list below is a sampling of workshops and presentations our team can bring into your

classroom. All sessions can be customized to fit the needs of your class. Please reach out to

your Knowlton Center Academic Liaison to discuss planning any of the following experiences.

What Can I Do With This Major?

This presentation assists students in discovering and

learning the many different career paths for each

major (both the obvious and the unexpected).

Internship Search and the Denison Internship

Program

This session will assist students with all aspects of

the internship search process. Students will leave

this session with a strong understanding of the

importance of internships and the process needed to

find and land a great experience. We will also discuss the benefits of participating in the Denison

Internship Program, including funding available. This can be specifically tailored to internships that

will appeal to students in your department.

Articulating Your Educational Experience

This session helps students understand how their coursework tells a story about their skills and

abilities. This is an interactive, guided session where students map their classroom learning to

critical competencies that employers and graduate schools pursue in their candidates.

Senior Job Search

This workshop will help seniors create a personalized plan that breaks down the job search process

into manageable components to keep them moving forward.

Networking

Students often feel nervous about the term networking, despite the fact that they network all the

time!  This session will help students understand why networks are important, who is already in

their network and how to leverage tools like LinkedIn and Wisr to connect with Denison alumni in

their chosen field.



Virtual Alumni Talk

Connect your students with Denison graduates in a particular field or industry to share their

personal experiences and the path they took to get where they are today.

NOTE: This workshop requires a minimum of 4 weeks notice to ensure adequate time to recruit.

Designing Your Life

Sparked by the New York Times best-selling book,

Designing Your Life by Bill Burnett and Dave Evans,

this workshop helps students apply the process of

design thinking to designing their lives by providing

them with opportunities and tools to reflect on what it

is they might want in life and then actually prototype

and test those lives out in quick, easy and fun ways!

NOTE: This workshop requires 1.5 - 2 hours total but

can be split into sessions.

Company Visits or In-Person Alumni Panels

The Knowlton Center can help arrange “First Looks” opportunities for students to visit companies

and organizations to learn more about the field/industry. These events take significant planning

time and resources so if you are interested in arranging something like this, please reach out to us

as soon as possible.

Customized Collaboration

Your Academic Liaison can also work with you to design a specialized program for your students

that will help you connect your course’s learning objectives with career-related topics. This kind of

customized program can also be designed and offered to students from across years in your major

and/or for specific groups of your students. If you have an idea that is not covered above, please

feel free to contact your liaison and let’s make it happen!

Please reach out to your Academic Liaison in the Knowlton Center

or contact Kati Bear at beark@denison.edu to schedule a workshop!

mailto:beark@denison.edu

